The rapid advance of computing technology since the 1940s has created an impression that all that happened in computing before then was somehow mere prologue to the real history. According to this popular notion, the computer age began with the invention of machines that computed at electronic speeds, that were capable of automatic sequence control with conditional branching, and that stored their programs internally. The classification of computing into "generations" with the "first" generation being those with vacuum tubes further reinforces this notion. This paper looks at some examples of machines built in the 1930s and 1940s that straddle both ages: machines that had some sort of sequence control, partially electronic counting circuits, or primitive branching capabilities. In particular, I examine a few systems that reveal especially well the nature of this transition: the ensembles of punched card equipment used by L.J. Comrie and Wallace Eckert for scientific instead of business use; the "Aberdeen Relay Calculator" that IBM built for the U.S. Army; and the "Card Programmed Calculator" that Northrop Aircraft invented for engineering applications that IBM later marketed.
Introduction
ince 1950, the technology of calculation and data processing has advanced at a pace that must be considered rapid by any measure. Faced with that, historians of computing often believe they can do little more than chronicle each dramatic advance, each milestone that marks the passing of a certain threshold of computing "power," usually defined as processing speed or memory capacity. Such listings are valuable but do little to aid one's understanding of the subject. Historians attempting to chronicle this era "stand before the daunting complexity of a subject that has grown exponentially in size and variety, which looks not so much like an uncharted ocean as like a trackless jungle. We pace on the edge, pondering where to cut in." 1 The rapid pace of innovation after 1950 has also made it difficult to connect the history of modern computing with what happened before World War II. Interest in Charles Babbage, who tried but failed to build a "modern" computer (defined as having the design of post-1950 machines), is the exception that proves the rule. 2 The familiar division of computing history into "generations," with the first one beginning with the UNIVAC in 1951, reinforces the notion that everything that happened before then was only prologue to the story. (The generational metaphor had been familiar among engineers before the invention of the computer. Informally, the classification of computer generations according to tubes, transistors, and integrated circuits seems to have been established by 1960. It entered much wider use with IBM's 1964 introduction of System/360. IBM heralded the 360 as the first of the "third-generation" machines, but it did not use integrated circuits. 3 ) Surely that view must be wrong. But where and how does one make the connection? 4 James Cortada has shown that nearly all of the major players in electronic computing's early years-IBM, NCR, Burroughs, and Remington Rand-had deep roots in the "office appliance industry," supplying mechanical or electromechanical equipment to businesses since the late 19th century. 5 Arthur Norberg has shown that the ways that businesses used punched card equipment before World War II persisted into the postwar era, as those customers shifted to the radically different technology of electronic computers. 6 Despite the connections Cortada and Norberg make between prewar and post-1950 computing, they also imply that there was a fundamental change in the nature of computation after 1945. The Computer Museum of Boston calls that change the crossing of the "Newton-Maxwell Gap": the difference in speeds of mechanical devices governed by Newton's laws of motion versus electronics devices governed by Maxwell's laws of electromagnetic radiation. 7 Proponents of electromechanical calculators, who frequently boasted that their machines were so reliable they could run unattended overnight, overlooked the fact that a machine like the ENIAC, if it could be kept running for as little as an hour, could do more work than an electromechanical machine like the Harvard Mark I running continuously, day and night, for three 1058-6180/97/$10.00 µ 1997 IEEE S months. (I define "work" simply by comparing the times each machine took to multiply two decimal numbers together: six seconds for the Mark I, .003 second for the ENIAC. Obviously, this is an oversimplified picture, but in general the comparison is valid.) Even if nothing else had changed, this speedup would have forced some sort of change in the nature of processing. But something else did change. There was also a change at what we now call the architectural level of computing. The increase in speed helped propel this change, but it was occurring anyway, and in places it proceeded independently of advances in the base technology of vacuum tubes or relays.
This shift was one from an architecture that processed data in parallel to one that processed data serially. This paper examines the nature of that shift. It begins by taking a careful look at how people perceived the nature of computation in the late 1930s and how definitions of sequential versus parallel processing changed during the transition. By looking closely at several machines from the 1935-1945 era, I hope to build an architectural bridge across the chasm from computing's "prehistoric" period to its modern era. 
The von Neumann Model
A good place to start is with the architecture that emerged at the end of this period and that has remained remarkably stable over waves of successive advances in technology. It has come to be known as the "von Neumann" architecture. How it came to be called that will be discussed shortly; first, I will describe what that term has come to mean. As John Mauchly said, "Calculations can be performed at high speed only if instructions are performed at high speed." 9 The modern definition of a computer is that it is a machine that handles data automatically under the direction of a set of instructions specified in advance. Among the ways it handles data are encoding or decoding, storing or retrieving from storage, sending data from one part of the machine to another (sometimes even over larger physical distances), and, of course, processing data (transforming it from one form to another by performing operations governed by laws of arithmetic or logic).
A computer with a von Neumann architecture, first of all, has separate functional units that process and store data. Typically, there is only a single channel between these two units through which all transfers of information must go (the so-called von Neumann bottleneck, about which more later). This feature arose mainly for engineering reasons: It was easier to design storage cells that did not also have to perform arithmetic on items stored therein.
Second, instructions and data are both stored in the same central memory device, which is designed so that any item can be retrieved as quickly as any other. This concept first arose after considering that the processing unit of a computer should not have to remain idle while awaiting delivery of the next instruction. 10 Also, engineers recognized that the ratio of instructions to data would vary for each problem, so it would not make sense to dedicate separate, and expensive, storage device units to each. This design implies that one may treat a coded instruction as a datum and perform an operation on it, thus changing it into another instruction. Third, typical von Neumann machines internally manipulate information in the binary number system, encoding not only numbers but also alphabetic characters, instructions, pictures, and sounds as strings of binary digits. Such machines manipulate information in blocks called words, whose length typically ranges from eight to 64 or more binary digits.
Finally, the basic cycle of a von Neumann computer is to transfer an instruction from the store to the processor, decode that instruction, and execute it on data retrieved from another part of the store. Once the processor executes an instruction, it fetches and executes another, typically from the very next position in memory unless directed elsewhere. Having a fast, random access memory means that the processor can branch to another stream of instructions quickly whenever needed. This cycle is basically sequential. The flow through the instructions stored in memory is likewise sequential and linear (Belzer et al. provide a typical modern description of the architecture. 10 ), except when explicit branch instructions are encountered. This concept of fetching and then executing a linear stream of instructions is perhaps the most lasting of all; even computer designs that purport to be "nonvon Neumann" typically retain the fetch-execute heartbeat of a single-processor machine. 11 As the late Alan Perlis once re- There are many accounts of the relationship of von Neumann with Eckert and Mauchly and the relative contributions each made to the EDVAC report. 15 Mauchly's own account is told in Datamation. 16 For this paper, it will suffice to note that the term architecture encompasses more than one simple concept; it is an aggregate of ideas interacting with each other in complex ways. Central to it is the notion of the stored program, but even that must be understood in the context of number base, word length, and processor design. Many computer designers recognized the advantages of the design described in the documents of the late 1940s. Each had to balance theoretical arguments favoring it with practical considerations of the limits of electronic components, especially memory devices. Social and economic forces were also involved. By the mid 1950s, the term von Neumann architecture came to represent the consensus that emerged, obscuring the messy details of these arguments in the process. Von Neumann's stature as a revered mathematician bolstered the claim of legitimacy to the design that emerged victorious at the end of this period. 17 If the outline above describes what was accepted as the definition of a "computer" by the mid 1950s, what was an equivalent architectural definition for computing equipment of the mid 1930s? This is a meaningless question: The term computer architecture is a modern one, dating from the late 1950s. 18 People who built or operated mechanical adding machines or ensembles of punched card equipment in the 1930s did not know that they were "computer architects," any more than they could have known that their work would lead to Windows-based workstations on the desks and in the homes of millions of people. But we can look at the way such equipment operated from the view of the overall flow of information.
Serial Versus Parallel Arithmetic
It now seems a relatively minor issue, but the question of whether a (binary or decimal) number was handled one digit at a time or as a whole was, in the late 1940s, the subject of some debate. In a mechanical adding machine or calculator having a 10-key keypad (also a telephone), one keyed in the successive digits of a number one at a time. On calculators having a set of keys for each decimal place-especially the Comptometer-one could simultaneously key in more than one digit, although in practice this was obviously limited by the number of "digits" on one's hands. The Comptometer carried out an addition as soon as a key was pressed; other calculators required that an operator key in all the digits, then pull a lever or turn a crank to initiate the operation. Punched card equipment likewise read or punched holes one digit at a time, but after reading they could operate on all the digits simultaneously.
The First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC, written in 1945, described a machine that economized on hardware by doing everything, including addition, one bit at a time (serially). In von Neumann's words:
Thus, it seems worthwhile to consider the following viewpoint: The device should be as simple as possible, that is, contain as few elements as possible. This can be achieved by never performing two operations simultaneously, if this would cause a significant increase in the number of elements required.
It is also worth emphasizing that up to now, all thinking about high-speed digital computing devices has tended in the opposite direction: toward acceleration by telescoping processes at the price of multiplying the number of elements required. It would therefore seem to be more instructive to try to think out as completely as possible the opposite viewpoint (i.e., doing only one thing at a time). 19 A few years later, when von Neumann moved to the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS) at Princeton University and set up another computer project, he relaxed that constraint. The IAS computer would still execute instructions one at a time, but each instruction, say, addition, would operate on 40 bits at a time, which the IAS team called a "word." I believe this is the first use of the term word to describe the aggregate of binary digits that a computer would handle at a time. 20 That yielded greater processing speeds. 21 The IAS computer was completed in 1952. Through reports by Arthur Burks, Herman Goldstein, and von Neumann, as well as through interim engineering reports on the construction of the machine, the IAS design philosophy began to have a wide influence well before the IAS machine was running. 22 In their reports, Burks, Goldstine, and von Neumann referred to the IAS design as a "parallel machine." They were referring to the word-at-a-time-as contrasted with the EDVAC's bit-at-atime-arithmetic. But the IAS computer still fetched and executed only one instruction from memory at a time-the infamous von Neumann bottleneck. The IAS's parallel transfer of a word's digits did not affect the sequential fetching and executing of operations from memory. (Note that the ENIAC, whose 18,000 vacuum tubes drove Wallace Eckert and Mauchly to seek a more elegant design, was a truly parallel machine: It could execute more than one instruction at a time. After the ENIAC was moved to the Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aberdeen, Maryland, it was modified so that it no longer could do that. That change was made to make it easier to program; it did not reduce the machine's complexity or number of tubes.) At least one ENIAC user was sorry to see the change.
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Note that the ENIAC, whose 18,000 vacuum tubes drove Wallace Eckert and Mauchly to seek a more elegant design, was a truly parallel machine: It could execute more than one instruction at a time.
The IAS model of parallel arithmetic (retaining sequential instruction fetching and executing) became the norm. Most designers chose a word length that would give a reasonable decimal precision to satisfy most scientists or engineers (the IAS's word length of 40 bits had a precision of about 12 decimal places). Aside from its use of binary arithmetic, this design resembles the functioning of a mechanical desk calculator of the era: a precision of about 10 decimal numbers and simultaneous addition of all the digits of a number with each turn of the crank.
In the following decade, many computer designers would choose a similar word length, but not all. The designers of the Whirlwind, for example, chose the much shorter word of 16 bits, partly because it was not primarily conceived as a machine that would do scientific calculations, but rather as a device suitable for controlling other machinery. Its designers later recalled that choice as the result of considering that 16 binary digits was sufficient for addressing the machine's memory. To have more would be wasteful of circuitry. 24 (The long word length of the IAS meant that essential extra bits had to be handled that were not being used for memory access. One remedy for this was to adopt multiple-address codes, whereby a single word held either one instruction and more than one address or else more than one instruction. 25 )
Designers of computers for business often chose a different approach. Business calculations often did not require the decimal precision that scientific calculations did. Also, internal processing speeds were less critical than the speeds of other parts of a business computing system, so it could tolerate a processing unit that handled digits serially. The most successful of these designs was the IBM 1401 computer, announced in 1959. The 1401's word length could vary. To each coded character a bit was appended, signaling whether that character was the end of one word and the start of another. 26 (Prior to the 1401, IBM had produced three other computers having this architecture.) By the 1960s the simple notion of the processing of a word, whose length corresponded to a desired arithmetic precision, had become a complex design parameter. Indeed, one of the most important ways that the von Neumann design evolved over the years was the invention of different ways of allowing a short word length to handle numbers of high precision, as well as to address large blocks of memory. The mini and later the personal computer took advantage of these techniques to lower costs.
The single-bit-at-a-time design described by the 1945 EDVAC Report vanished by 1960. But it was resurrected a dozen years later. In the early 1970s, a number of manufacturers introduced pocket calculators; at least one of them, the Hewlett-Packard HP-65, returned to the EDVAC's way of handling numbers. Von Neumann initially favored serial arithmetic in the EDVAC to save on components. The HP-65's designers used serial arithmetic because it required fewer internal connections from one chip to another. That meant fewer wires, hence a more compact circuit board. Without serial arithmetic, the machine would not have fit in a shirt pocket. Serial arithmetic made the machine run slowly. But since calculator programs were relatively short, this was unnoticed by typical users.
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Sequential Versus Parallel Operations
More significant was the question of whether operations were performed on numbers sequentially or in parallel. Here an analysis of the precomputer era is more subtle, since by definition these machines relied on human intervention to do what later became known as executing a sequence of operations or a "program." The flow of instructions and data implied by the von Neumann model closely patterned the way human computers performed scientific calculations using mechanical calculators, books of tables, drafting tools, and pencil and paper 28 (see Fig. 1 The digital electronic computer had a profound impact because of its penetration into the world of business and commerce. What was the architecture of a punched card installation? Punched card machines are often called "unit record equipment." With them, one encodes on a single card all relevant information about a particular entity (e.g., a sales transaction). Sets of columns on the card represent specific "fields" and record details such as sales commission, item sold, and salesman. Thus a single card can serve multiple uses by running it through appropriate equipment. A set of pluggable wires on each machine allowed one to count, sort, tabulate, and print on any desired set of columns.
Historical accounts of punched card machinery have described the functioning of the individual machines in great detail. 32, 33 More relevant is what went on in the entire room comprising a punched card installation. That room-including the people in it-and not the individual machines is what the electronic computer eventually replaced. Consider the flow of data in a typical transaction using this equipment: Using cards punched with sales information, how would one obtain a report listing the total cash received for each specific item sold? The first step would be to run the cards through a sorter wired to sort on the columns that encoded the product number. Next, this deck of sorted cards would be run through a multiplying punch wired to compute the product of the quantity sold and the price per item. This product would be punched into a blank column of each card or onto new cards if necessary. Finally the cards would be run through a tabulator, which would sum the totals just computed.
The algebraic representation of this calculation would be as follows: All the multiplications would be done first, using one piece of equipment. (A Multiplying Punch was the obvious choice here, although none was available until 1931, when IBM offered its Model 601. But for many problems, an operation that combined the tabulator and sorter would multiply just as well, and this technique, called "progressive digiting," was preferred, even after multiplying punches became available.) Then, another piece of equipment would do all the additions, yielding the final result. In other words, the calculation would be performed on the equations by columns if they were arranged in a table. Transfer of control from one arithmetic operation to another was effected by a person who carried decks of cards from one machine to another.
In this scheme, operations are done on one card at a time as each goes through a machine. But they are not done sequentially as a digital computer described in the EDVAC report would do them. A modern computer could and may often be programmed to replicate the above process by storing data in an array and carrying out the operations in the same order as above. But in the late 1940s, great emphasis was placed on the fact that these new machines did things differently. The reason was that the kinds of problems envisioned for the new type of machines had a fundamental difference: The number to be multiplied or added was often not known until the immediately previous operation was performed. This was especially true for obtaining the numerical solution to a differential equation-something for which nearly every one of the early machines was intended.
One could solve such a problem with punched card equipment by taking a single card and running it through each of the machines as necessary. But with only one known exception (an important one, described later), no one thought of using punched card equipment this way. Thus came the notion of "sequential" processing (e.g., the "Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator" of Howard Aiken, a Harvard physicist) controlled by a punched tape or other programming mechanism, in which a succession of operations is performed on a single datum at a time. The other method of processing information was entrenched into business practices by the mid 1930s. It was reinforced by the deep penetration of the punched card equipment salesmen into the accounting offices of their customers. 32, 34 For the stored program digital computer to prevail, it required more than just building computers that were reliable. It also required convincing both these customers and the salesmen who supplied them that the computer's way of doing calculations sequentially offered overwhelming advantages.
The first recognition that such methods might be preferable appeared when people began using punched card installations for scientific, rather than commercial, calculations. One of the first to do that was L.J. Comrie By the next decade, news of stored program, sequential notion of computing had eclipsed the methods described in Eckert's book. But punched card installations were still doing the bulk of computing. And punched card machines, Eckert said, "are all designed for computation where each operation is done on many cards before the next operation is begun." His book had emphasized how one could use existing equipment to do scientific work, but he stated that it was not worth the "expense and delay involved" in building specialized machines to solve scientific problems. 39 Independent of Eckert, Aiken was working with IBM in the early 1940s to do just what Eckert felt was impractical: build an expensive machine designed from the start for scientific computations. Because of World War II, the expense was not a problem, and there was very little delay. With IBM's support, his "Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator" was unveiled at Harvard University in 1944 after several years of design and development (emphasis the author's). In his initial proposal for that machine, written in 1937, Aiken described how he wanted something that would compute sequentially, not like the way punched card installations worked. Describing punched card installations of the kind Comrie and Eckert used, he said:
This process, however, is the reverse of that required in many mathematical operations. Calculating machinery designed for application to the mathematical sciences should be capable of computing lines instead of columns, for very often, as in the numerical solution to a differential equation, the computation of the second value in the computed table of a function depends of the preceding value or values [emphasis added]. 40 Aiken's machine, later known as the Harvard Mark I, used IBM punched card registers that were modified to calculate sequentially.
More relevant is what went on in the entire room comprising a punched card installation. That room-including the people in it-and not the individual machines is what the electronic computer eventually replaced.
Aiken had some influence, but he did not contribute to the evolution of computer architecture as practiced at IBM, in part because of a poor relationship with IBM. That company continued to rely on Eckert for advice. 41 Eckert's modest vision was overwhelmed by the crush of scientific work placed on the machinery by the demands of World War II. With the entry of the United States into the war, urgent calculations were performed by evergreater teams of people, by analog computers such as the Differential Analyzer, and by punched card installations of the type Eckert pioneered. The most legendary of the last was the punched card installation at Los Alamos, where it was used alongside teams of people operating mechanical calculators. 42, 43 For a popular account of computing at Los Alamos, see Richard Feynmann. 44 But Eckert continued to believe that the punched card machinery, with its architecture of computing by columns not lines, was the proper direction computing ought to go. 45 Ironically, Eckert was among the first to venture away from the architecture of punched card installations toward one more like stored program computing. He did not build a specialized machine at his lab, but he did have a device called a "Control Switch" placed between the multiplier, tabulator, and summary punch. Its function was to allow short sequences of operations (up to 12) to be performed on a single card before the next card was read. 46 Of the 12 steps, only the first six were performed automatically, the rest required some human intervention. At the U.S. Army's Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aberdeen, Maryland, there was a similar multitude of approaches. With Eckert's advice, IBM built and installed two specially made devices that were essentially punched card machines but modified to do sequential processing as Eckert suggested in 1940. IBM called these machines the Aberdeen Relay Calculators, later known as the Pluggable Sequence Relay Calculator (PSRC) These machines were the missing link between punched card equipment and the stored program digital computer 47 (see Fig. 2 ).
In late 1945, three more were built: one for the Naval Proving Ground at Dahlgren, Virginia, and the other two for the Watson lab in New York. Their architecture was based on punched card equipment, but during each machine cycle (i.e., during the reading of a card, which took about half a second), the machine could execute a sequence of up to 48 steps, controlled by a sequencing device called a "hub." It was also possible to execute a "double cycle," with the feeding of the next card held until all operations were finished. Control signals at each "sequence point" on the hub were transmitted to four other hubs, so the machine could carry out up to four parallel arithmetic operations (even more if these hubs were in turn connected to other hubs). Brian Randell notes that this method of programming demanded "the kind of detailed design of parallel subsequencing that one sees nowadays at the microprogramming level of some computers." It is not known how the users at Aberdeen regarded these machines. When properly programmed, they were faster than any other machine that used mechanical or electromechanical computing elements (i.e., relays). One can infer that they were successful by the fact that additional copies were built in 1945. Later that year the machines were returned to IBM, given greater storage capacity and more flexible controls, and reinstalled at Aberdeen. That was after the ENIAC, the electronic computer intended for Aberdeen, was completed. Both were still in use in 1952, by which time the Ballistic Research Laboratory had not only the ENIAC but also the ED-VAC, ORDVAC (both stored program computers), an IBM Card Programmed Calculator (described next), and the Bell Labs' Model V, a very large programmable relay calculator. 49 Again, I am following Basalla's reasoning from an analogy of the evolution of technology with biological evolution. For work that required simple and infrequent multiplications, most punched card installations used combinations of tabulators and sorters. IBM first introduced a multiplying punch (the 601) in 1935, which soon became popular with those using punched card equipment for scientific or statistical work. In 1946 IBM introduced the 603, which was the first commercial IBM product to use vacuum tubes for calculating. Two years later, IBM replaced the 603 with the 604, which also used vacuum tubes. But more than that, the 604 incorporated the sequencing capability pioneered by the Aberdeen machines. Besides the usual plugboard control common to other punched card equipment, it could execute up to 60 steps for each reading of a card and setting of the plugboard. 50 The 604, and its successor the IBM 605, became the mainstay of scientific computing at many installations for years, until reliable commercial computers became available in the mid 1950s. It was one of IBM's most successful products during that era: More than 5,000 were built between 1948 and 1958. It was in the context of setting up the 60 to 80 steps-all that these machines allowed-that many people learned the concepts of computer programming that von Neumann and his colleagues at the IAS described.
One of IBM's biggest engineering customers, Northrop Aircraft of Hawthorne, California, connected a 603 multiplying punch to one of its tabulating machines instead of the usual arrangement of connecting it to a reproducing punch that could only read or punch cards. The result was a machine that could print the result of a calculation on paper instead of punching it on cards. With a slight further modification and the addition of a small box that stored up to 16 10-digit numbers plus a sign in banks of relays, the machine could use punched cards run through the tabulator to control the sequences carried out by the multiplier (instead of having control performed only by plug wires) 51 -up to three storage boxes could be connected to each machine. In a sense, the Northrop arrangement was no different from an ordinary punched card installation, except that a set of cables and control boxes replaced the persons whose job it was to carry decks of cards from one machine to the next. One of the Northrop engineers recalled years later that they rigged up the arrangement because they were running a problem whose next step depended on the results of the previous step. What this meant was that the normal decks of cards that one might run through a machine were reduced to "a batch of one [card], which was awkward," said G.J. Toben. 52 In other words, with the cables connecting the machines, Northrop engineers turned the installation into one that executed instructions sequentially. IBM later marketed a version of this arrangement as the Card Programmed Calculator (CPC) (see Fig. 3 ). 53 As a system, there were fewer installations of it than of the tabulators and multiplying punches that comprised it. Perhaps several hundred in all were rented between 1948 and the mid 1950s. But even that number was many times greater than the number of stored program installations worldwide until about 1954. For engineering-oriented companies like Northrop, the CPC filled a pressing need that could not wait for the problems associated with marketing stored program computers to be resolved. 54, 55 The Aberdeen calculators and the 604 were transitional machines between calculators, tabulators, and computers having the stored program architecture patterned after the EDVAC or IAS machines. The CPC carried the punched card approach too far to be of value to computer designers. By the time of its introduction in the late 1940s, the stored program architecture had already been publicized and was beginning to prevail. In that sense it was less a transition than an example of carrying the momentum of the earlier design farther than it would have gone on technical merits alone. Its combination of program cards, plug boards, and interconnecting cables was like the epicycles of a late iteration of Ptolemaic cosmology while the Copernican system was already gaining acceptance. (This design did not die out entirely. In France, Compagnie des Machines Bull introduced in 1952 a machine having a very similar architecture. Called the "Gamma 3," it was very successful and was one of the first products produced in France to achieve a critical mass of sales. 56 ) Fig. 3 . IBM Card Programmed Calculator.
(IBM Archives)
Customers needing to solve difficult engineering problems, however, accepted the CPC. It offered the computational capability that only electronic computers approached, but at lower cost. And it was available. Customers such as the Southern California aerospace firms, typified by Northrop, carefully evaluated the CPC against the claims of vendors of the first stored program machines (especially the smaller drum-based ones that began to appear after 1951). Nearly all aerospace firms installed at least one CPC.
The above discussion has dwelled on aspects of hardware design. "Programming" would not be an appropriate word to describe the activity of a person working with a mechanical calculator or the process by which decks of cards were carried around a punched card installation. The CPC, however, was a bridge from that method to programming as we now define it. Because the CPC did have the ability to execute a number of sequential steps, in part controlled by punched cards, the act of preparing a program was a more distinct activity than merely "running the equipment." Also, the hardware limitations meant that CPC users went to great efforts to analyze a problem and try to make it solvable within those limits. Both those activities were carried over to stored program software. One early user remarked:
Ingenuity could be expended on designing [plug] boards to optimize performance on particular problems that taxed the capacity of the computer, or it could be expended on the design of general-purpose boards for use in large classes of problems. A set of general-purpose boards represented a language for the CPC, and a number of languages were tried and used. Most scientific installations finally settled on a wiring that made the CPC appear to be a floating point machine with three-address logic and with a standard vocabulary of built-in routines like Square Root, Sine, and Exponential. Experience with the CPC systems had many influences on the programming systems that were designed for the stored program computers that followed.
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Conclusion
Since the mid 1980s, computer architecture has again become the focus of a debate of a similar intensity as experienced in the late 1940s. Inexpensive microprocessors have given new life to massively parallel architectures, which, if they prevail, will spell the end of the classic von Neumann structure. The emergence of RISC architecture has also been a central story of recent years. Many of the current debates echo what was debated decades ago. Computer designers at all levels seem to go through successive "wheels of reincarnation" as they rediscover old concepts long thought irrelevant or obsolete. 59 The examples cited above do not invalidate the general notion, however, that the nature of computing changed drastically after the invention of the stored program, electronic digital computer. But they do show that just as users and suppliers of business equipment crossed the Great Divide of the 1940s, so, too, did some of the internal, architectural features of the machines themselves.
